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Nairobi, Kenya

linkedin.com/in/hamisi-rawlins-652734145

github.com/hamisirawlins?tab=repositories

I am an award-winning computing professional having advanced my skills through formal as well as self-taught means. I am a curious
creative with versatility having expertise in multiple computing sectors ranging from cloud computing to digital marketing and
software development.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Co-Founder
Culture Capture
08/2020 - Present, 
Culture Capture is a software development enterprise aimed at
preserving cultures through a fun and engaging experience using digital
media.

Won the Kenya phase of Red Bull Basement competition
against 85 entries through judgment by an international
panel of judges.

Developed a visual prototype over a month-long
development process in the lead up to the global phase.

Won the Community Award at the global phase Red Bull
Basement 2020.

Currently developing functional app for multiple
platforms as well as sourcing resources for testing,
refinement and launch.

Contact: -Co-founder - Abdul Rahman +254718066189

IT Consultant
Upwork
12/2017 - 07/2020, 

Provided data analytics services to a client for 40+ UN
entities in a global report.

Undertook computing-related virtual assistance services
to multiple clients.

Provided SEO and writing services for a Real Estate
organization.

Contact: https://www.upwork.com/o/profiles/users/~01b59e3c41aa24736f/

Media Production
Dopamine Youtube Channel
12/2019 - Present, 

Edited of footage to create captivating content for my
channel utilizing footage from hit films. Collective
viewership is at more than 8000 views.

Contact: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwICHZQH_VU&t=53s

EDUCATION

Undergraduate
Kenyatta University
08/2017 - Present, 

Bachelor of Science
(Computer Science)

SKILLS

Interpersonal relations team management

Digital Marketing project management

Data Analytics and Report Generation

Database Development and Management

Statistical Proficiencies SQL Java

Software Development Life Cycle

Agile Development Methodologies

Computer Hardware Troubleshooting

Web development - Angular, HTML, CSS

Film Making

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Website Development (09/2019 - 11/2019)
Developed a restaurant-type website for a coffee shop whose
link is http://www.coffeehouse.c1.biz/ using HTML,Bootstrap
and CSS

Web App Angular (05/2020 - Present)
Developed a food catalogue web app using Angular and CSS
available at https://github.com/hamisirawlins/foodapp

Portfolio Site (07/2020 - 07/2020)
Created a personal portfolio site to practice front-end
development skills -https://hamisirawlins.github.io/portfolio/

ACHIEVEMENTS

KamiLimu Mentorship Program (02/2020 - Present)
I am an esteemed member of Kamilimu Cohort 5.0, a rigorous
Computer Science mentor-ship program whose acceptance rate in
2020 was 24%.

LANGUAGES

English
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Swahili
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

INTERESTS

Architecture Video Gaming

Motoring content and activity Documentaries

Computing Technologies Film making
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